Logistics optimization problems are often complex (NP-hard). Especially for large problem scopes in logistics and new agent-based freight transport models which have to solve these problems for many agents, simplifying modeling and solving procedures are necessary in order to reduce the level of complexity. Due to the variety of existing approaches and the specifics of each problem it is often difficult to find an appropriate method. This paper seeks to facilitate this process as it identifies 'meta' heuristics within literature, i.e. abstract courses of action that, when adapted, have proven successful in various problems. It presents a classification of general simplification principles that are useful for reducing the complexity of logistics problems, in order to facilitate understanding between academics and practice. The derivation of the related principles is based on the examination of five problems in logistics literature: facility location, distribution system, lot size, bin packing, and vehicle routing.
Introduction
Major differences between the theory and practice of logistics optimization suggest the differentiation of two independent fields: academics, on the one hand, works on complex modeling and solution approaches which represent reality in more and more detail; business, on the other hand, works with simple methods that are operable in practice. It is almost contradictory: the former encounters the accusation of ivory-tower activity (i.e., removed from reality) through increasing complexity and variety of their worke.g., Eksioglu, et al., [33] identify an exponential growth of vehicle-routing literature over the past decades, and a tendency to computationally intensive cases. The latter simplifies its (operative) problems considerably in order to render them solvable via 'manual optimization', i.e., based on human experiencewhile only problems of extensive range may be handled academically (using simulation, consultants, etc.,). The work of Friedrich [38] or Fuchsenberger [39] in the area of transportation science supports this theory. Comparing, for example, procedures in the context of lot-size disposition, different approaches in regard to restrictions can be observed. Instead of an immediate consideration of constraints, resulting in the compliance of the proposed lot size, as it is done in theory, in practice the proposition is first developed, and then (if at all) its validity is provendue to greater solution liberty, computational complexity lessens. Please also note [70] regarding the gap between theory and practice in inventory control. The insight of the authors in the area of automotive logistics confirms a deviation between academic theory and operative instruments as well.
Therefore, the aim of research should be the development of conceptually simple yet qualitatively sound, i.e., feasible methods. Complexity mitigation need not be a disadvantage. Solutions of exact procedures are often not robust, lacking "insensitivity […] towards […] environmental influences" ( [94] , p. 91). In other words, small changes of the input parameter can result in large changes of the output parameter. Due to uncertainties that are almost inevitably part of reality due to imperfect information, exactness can even have negative effectsmodel solution and real characteristics might deviate considerably. See, e.g., [22] for an examination of the correlation between model precision and solution accuracy.
In recent years, transport modelers have attempted to incorporate more and more logistics details into freight transport models; most of these developments are described and analyzed in a number of overview papers ( [12, 26, 106] ). For these models as well, it is important to incorporate logistics solution procedures that have a limited complexity in theory but represent best decisions in reality. Therefore, this work dares to take a step backwards. Its aim is the identification of a framework that yields an overview of principles of simplificationas a bridge between science and practice. This can serve practitioners as well as transportation modelers. The aim is not the formulation of a new theory, but rather the consideration of existing as the foundation of a continued examination. The innovation lies in the extraction and classification of modeling and solution procedures identified in literature, or rather their underlying approaches. A clarification is given through a short description of related examples.
This paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a short introduction to model theory, optimization and its instrumentsthe underlying material that is fundamental knowledge when identifying simplification principles. Chapter 3 derives the importance of the logistics problems that have been the subject of the analysis on which this classification is basedfacility location, distribution system, lot sizing, bin packing and vehicle routing. The classification, its principles and its mechanisms are then presented and exemplified in Chapter 4. Finally, we summarize the results (Chapter 5).
Modeling and Optimization
A model is, generally defined on the basis of [107] (p. 8), "a simplified mapping, created for a certain objective, of a detail of reality perceived as a system". It is necessary as the original requires a reduction or expansion to be descriptive, the original is not accessible, or the original is too complex in its variety of characteristics to explain its inner interrelations or to predict its behavior ( [104] , p. 139). This definition contains the three following fundamental properties that are part of every modelsee [107] (p. 8f.):
 Mapping: Models are representations of originals (which may be models themselves).
Model and original are in an analogy relation, i.e. their attributes are assigned to one another, allowing a purposeful and conclusive system correlation.
 Reduction: Models do not capture all the attributes of the original, only those attributes that are of interest to the user. The relevance of characteristics is determined by the model's objective.
 Pragmatism: The model-original relation is determined by an objective, i.e. it is not a natural or general assignment. Models serve as substitutes for the original for a limited time, serve certain persons for certain purposes and are restricted to certain operations.
The modeling or mapping is therefore a first opportunity for problem simplification since it includes selection and transferdiminishing complexity. It is nonetheless due to complexity that in many cases a model's optimal solution is unreachable, as the knowledge of the (global) optimum depends on the knowledge of the entire solution space, and can therefore frequently not be determined efficiently; e.g., the combinatorial problem of the traveling salesman with cities yields solutions. Hence, optimization must be based on the premise of maintainable effortthe objective must be a solution that suffices ([100], p. 119). Essentially, problems may have to be reduced furthermore. The consideration of logistics problems undertaken in this work is based on mathematical modeling, a mapping of reality (object) to mathematics (model). The derivation of an objective insight relies on the conversion of input to output. Besides the model itself, algorithms, as the method of examination, play an essential role in the context of the optimization.
Cormen, et al., [18] (p. 5) describe an algorithm as "any well-defined computational procedure that takes some value, or set of values, as input and produces some value, or set of values, as output", and is thus "a sequence of computational steps that transform the input into output". One differentiates between algorithms according to their tractability, i.e. their worst-case running time: either it is equal to or larger than ( ), for some constant and input size , solving problems of class P in polynomial time or problems of class NPcomplete in superpolynomial time ( [18] , p. 966f.). Since polynomial time is an essential requirement for computability, for a variety of logistics problems (e.g., the vehicle routing problem or the bin packing problem) belonging to NP-complete and having exponential growth, an efficient generation of an optimal solution is unknown (for a formal definition see [18] (Ch. 34)). Nevertheless, approximation makes it possible to approach optimization. What is the difference?
Optimization deals with the determination of the admissible course of action which is best, according to an objective ( [111] , p. 8). Its execution does not necessarily yield a (globally) optimal solution. One can differentiate between four solution methods:
 Complete enumeration means the consideration and evaluation of all alternatives, among them the optimal choice. This is only advisable in the case of a small input size.
 Exact algorithms do not completely enumerate yet still compute the optimal solution of an optimization problem. Due to the polynomial time restriction, they are not always applicable.
 Approximation algorithms are efficient procedures that a) always give a feasible solution, b) in polynomial time and c) of a certain assured quality level. Often they are characterized by an , meaning the algorithm's solution is "at most times the optimum" ( [45] , p.558).
 Metaheuristics 1 / heuristics offer no guarantee that an optimal solution will be found or identified as such. They embrace "certain courses of action for solution finding or improvement" that are "reasonable, appropriate, and promising" in regard to the objective and the problem structure. While metaheuristics are based on a general approach which is easily adaptable to a specific problem, heuristics are usually formulated problem-specifically ( [30] , p. 21).
For further information regarding the derivation and design of algorithms/ heuristics in general, see [82] and [81] . This paper considers neither complete enumeration nor exact algorithmsonly approximation algorithms and heuristics, as they are able to solve NP-hard problems like those present.
Taking a closer look, e.g. into heuristics, one can distinguish a variety of concepts. Gomes and Williams [45] give a rather coarse division, stating three strategies of heuristics: greedy, sequential, and random. More elaborate, Domschke and Scholl [30] (p. 21ff.) classify the set of heuristic procedures as follows: opening, local search/ improvement, population-based, incompletely executed exact, and relaxation-based. Further, even more detailed classifications can be found in Silver [98] ; Silver, et al. [99] ; Ball and Magazine [5] ; or Zanakis, et al. [113] . This diversity is based on different approaches regarding proceeding and application, exhibiting different levels of solution quality and complexity of solving.
Thus, not only the modeling, i.e. the mapping of a problem serves as means of reduction, but also the algorithmic solution procedure.
Logistics Problems
As the motivation of this work is based on interests in the field of transportation science, it seems necessary to take a look at the fundamentals of freight-transport demand modeling in order to identify the logistics problems involved. The starting point shall be a reduced version of Friedrich's [38] (p. 20) presentation of a freight triggering decision hierarchy, specifying the levels of choice from the perspective of a company. A rough differentiation into two categories is possible:
1. Constituting economic decisions that determine the essence of business activity: the company's strategic orientation (aspiration), its business proposal and operation method (activity pattern), and its chosen region of activity (business location).
2. Logistic choices of tactical/ operative orientation: The assignment of logistics locations (warehouses, reloading points) builds connections between sourcing, production, and retail. The supply path describes the assignment of commodity flows within this network. Thus, the tactically optimal way of transportation is determined. The supply modalities describe the means of transportation, the options that are offered. The transportation mode (flight, road, etc.), the quality of delivery (just in sequence, temperature, express, etc.) or the frequency can be specifications.
Dispatching signifies the actual execution of the transportation, the operatively optimal realization. Questions concerning tour or lot size are typical for this stage.
The following five planning classes (and the forms related to them) are embedded within this hierarchyin the given order: proven to be a promising solution approach on a meta level in various instancessee e.g. [30] , p. 21. Their identification and reflection is the aim of this work. But, b) in literature the word metaheuristics is closely related or almost synonymously used for heuristics like simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, tabu search, etc., building an own branch of research now. This more narrow understanding of metaheuristics is meant here.
Facility location seeks to determine the according to an objective optimal geographic
place of a set of facilities serving a set of demand points with respect to some constraints. Only operative and normative models with a focus on cost-minimal allocation have been examined. Typical examples are the p-median or the covering location problem.
2.2 Distribution system signifies the simultaneous optimization of multiple echelons regarding location and allocation in an environment of demand points; furthermore, it includes approaches of an integrated treatment of all participants, considering "procurement, production, inventory, distribution, and routing", according to [76] (p. 401). Models are usually labeled "production distribution", "inventory distribution", "supply chain", or "multi-echelon inventory".
2.3 Lot size describes the determination of the optimal replenishment strategyusually balancing between fixed order costs (decreasing with amount) and variable inventory costs (proportional to amount). Variables which influence order size are usually demand and lead time. Therefore, the question of inventory policy is closely related. The models are often referred to as inventory problems in literature.
2.4
Bin packing is concerned with the creation of an optimal packing within a container. Due to capacitive restrictions in transportation and storage, as efficient a use of space as possible is required in order to secure minimum costs through the minimal number of containers. The knapsack problem, which considers multiple dimensions per item (often weight and value) is closely related to the bin-packing problem.
2.5 Vehicle routing strives for an optimal allocation (space and time) of assignments to vehicles under certain objectives (costs, service level, etc.) and constraints. Its execution is characterized by two steps: the toursthe division of the customer set into subsetsand the routesthe order in which the customers are served. Wellknown (and well-researched) is the vehicle routing problem with its wide variety of characteristics as well as the 'notorious' traveling salesman problem.
For further information regarding these five problems please refer to the sources given in Table 1 .
Table 1. Continuative Sources On Logistic Problems
Type Sources Facility location Klose and Drexl [63] give a very good introduction in facility location models (types, applications, etc.). For a more in-depth study (e.g. Ch. 1deals only with distance functions) see Farahani and Hekmatfar [36] .
Distribution system
Very interesting overview paper on facility locating in supply chains by Melo, et al. [76] with various typologies.
Lot size
General overview by Drexl and Kimms [31] . Characteristics and variants of single-level lot sizing are given by Karimi, et al. [60] . For developments over time (single-item lot size) consult Wolsey [111] . Bin packing Models/ solutions of 2-/3-dimensional packing problems, compiled by Downsland and Downsland [27] Vehicle routing Extensive taxonomy of Eksioglu, et al. [33] . "50 years of vehicle routing", a recent account of developments by Laporte [68] .
The examination of these classes represents the entire logistics planning process. These five problems, their models and solution procedures have been the starting point for the considerations that led to the classification of simplification principles explained in the next section.
Principles of Simplification
The aim of this paper is the identification and description of application approaches; in the following section, their classification ( Figure 1) is outlined further. The principles intervene, as indicated, at two points of action: the model and/ or the heuristics. Thus, the classification consists of three classes linked to these that offer potential for simplification (from a point of view of an unspecified solution procedure)the model input, the solution procedure itself, and the model output:
 Model input, i.e., what characterizes the data base? This category primarily arises from modeling itselfthe model as an input parameter for the solution procedure. The degree of abstraction as input for the problem sizea major source of complexityplays an important role.
 Solution procedure, i.e., which actions are undertaken by the solution approach? The transformation of input parameter to output parameter is at the heart of the heuristic examination of optimization problems. Although it builds on the input parameter, it has a huge potential for simplification. Its course of action substantially determines computation effort and solution quality.
 Model output, i.e., what defines the result? The result represents the solution method, and is therefore closely linked to it. The principles contained are (partially) based on particular proceduresand thus exhibit a close link to the previous category. However, they are examined independently as they are most strongly characterized by their result.
For the depiction of the classification, please note Figure 1 . In the following the principles are further outlined. After each section a table on related sources is provided, giving further exemplifications as well as 'hints' on where to start or continue a specific search. Due to the often high variety of (sub)approaches within each principle, this listing falls far short, yet we sought to give interesting examples that tend to be in some way general or basic in order to support the access into a topic. As the principles are not mutually exclusive, the consideration of other approaches might be worthwhile.
Figure 1. Classification of Simplification Principles
Aggregation denotes the decrease in the level of detail of data under loss of informatione.g., the clustering of customer demands. The abstracting treatment results in an "auxiliary" model of reduced "input size and/ or complexity" ( [90] ). Consideration of the aggregation error is essential for validity, ensuring the appropriate equilibrium between computing effort and solution quality. Entities which are to be aggregated, be they "variables, constraints, or both", should be chosen according to the desired goale.g., error minimization or ease of approximation ( [90] , p. 556). Clustering then seeks to match entities that are similar to each other in sets that are dissimilar to each other -in case no "natural partitioning […] is apparent" (e.g., through vicinity), or no specifics are given, the use of cluster analysis (a science in and of itself, with its own algorithmssee e.g., [62] ) is suggested ( [96] , p. 386). Error bounds support the evaluation/ selection of different approaches: a priori and a posteriori, i.e., determined before or after solving the aggregate modelthe latter being tighter due to more information, according to [87] . Finally, disaggregation techniques may seek to retranslate the reduced model's outcome to the original model's solution.
Example: Andersson, et al., [2] simplify a p-median problem through demand-point aggregation, replacing e customers with representatives: In a first strategy step the network is partitioned using a grid with column-row-width determined by solving a onedimensional c-median and r-median problem on the x-axis and y-axis projection of the sinks. The tactics step determines an aggregate demand point within each subnetwork, a network 1median problem, resulting in aggregators (depending on the existence of demand within each grid element). The outcome is the input for the subsequently solved p-median problem. The authors exemplify their approach on the basis of U.S. census data, e.g. Jacksonville with , and a sample maximum relative error of at most 1% for . Selection designates the focused viewing of detailed data involving a reduction in complexity. The aim is to disregard or remove data which is less interesting or redundant for the overall objective. The result is a selected input size , the original size. This can be performed iteratively. Three methods have been identified: Prioritization signifies a (temporarily) narrowed consideration of the problem, i.e. the selection of subsets of data in order to enhance the solution efficiency. Domination identifies data or data sets that are superior to other data or data sets as it seeks to "eliminate uninteresting assignments or select interesting ones", reducing search space through the addition of new constraints, keeping at least one optimum ( [59] ). Reduction considers input on the basis of specified properties (e.g., correlations) that are usual to optimums ( [98] , p. 158).
Example: Church [13] simplifies a planar maximal-covering location problem in two steps (before applying a linear programming solver): At first, all demand points are encircled by disks of radius , the maximum service distance. The result is a circle intersect point set (CIPS) containing all demand points as well as all circle intersections, i.e., at most members. Due to a possibly large CIPS size resulting in a rather high computing effort, a reduced CIPS is then created by dropping dominated points, i.e. those whose coverage is less than or equal to the coverage of other members. The results of Church on the basis of the 55node problem show that the RCIPS is "usually quite small"this second step reduces the set by up to 99 %. Derivation, used in the case of uncertainty (see, for example, [101] (p. 538) for a definition), builds on data which is incompletely known but complemented by experience and estimates. Its description using probability distributions, adapted to the given environment, allows an optimization on the basis of involved characteristics (expected value, variance, quantile, etc.,). The use of point/ interval estimation of the optimum (based on sampling) is closely related to this. In case of no prior probabilistic information, specifications need to be made: scenario approaches, in which decision makers define possible future states in order to generate solutions that work well in all cases ( [84] , p. 441).
Example: Gudehus and Kotzab [47] (p. 296f.) give an easily comprehensible formula for securing stock availability during replenishment time based on a given service requirement . The stochastics of demand are depicted in it via normal distribution , giving a good approximation "due to the law of large numbers […] within a longer replenishment time". The safety stock level , ensuring the ability to deliver with the required probability, is then determined by √ , with the safety factor given by the inverse standard normal distribution (e.g.
), multiplied by the expected order size plus demand variability during . Opportunism describes an action taken without foresight under the demand of immediate utility maximization without regard to the overall utility, i.e., a "locally optimal choice in the hope that this will lead to a globally optimal solution" ( [108] ). The overall solution is composed of the in every step best partial solution of the solution procedure. This 'greedy' approach is often easily applicable due to its simplicity, and can therefore serve as a compromise between effort and benefit. This principle is based on a sorting of the input set and the selection of the best element from an objective's perspective. As a result, the combinatory complexity of the problem is avoided. A sorting is usually described by super linear growth, i.e.,
there are about possibilities. By comparison, a combinatory solution has exponential growth, i.e., with there are approximately possibilities. However, opportunism is not an 'all-purpose tool' as its application requires consideration: depending on the optimization problem, it finds optimal solutions ([108]) as well as "unique worst possible solutions", "impractical even for generating a starting solution" ( [6] ).
Example: Kruskal [66] describes a greedy algorithm used to determine minimal span trees, i.e. a special shortest-path problem (including all nodes). The procedure is quite simple: 1) sort all edges by weights, lowest first, then 2) start with the first edge, 3) add the next edge, regardless of its connection to the previous edge, and 4) repeat the third step for all other edges, skipping those that lead to cycles within a subgraph. Division is characterized by principles of analysis and segmentation, transforming the overall problem into subproblems which are easier to handle and subsequently solved and recombinedthe 'divide and conquer' approach: a large input set of size is partitioned into subsets of sizes , a multi-dimensional problem is 'reduced', and so on. Depth of detail and the entirety of the information are preserved, yet not necessarily considered. The final result is often based on iterative development, choice, dimensioning and the combination of partial solutions ( [48] , p. 123). Decomposition is used when the subproblems are not independent of each other, i.e. the output of one is input to the next ( [113] , p. 90).
Example: Lodi, et al. [72] introduce the very effective Height first-Area second method for three-dimensional bin-packing, consisting of two phases which seek to balance vertical and horizontal filling. Phase 1 clusters the items by height, then sorts them by area within each cluster, and numbers them. Then, procedure PACK is run: Beginning with the first item, counting up, layers are filled in the following order, based on a packing pattern (the leftmost or hindmost, with the positions being evaluated according to contact surface, filling level and relative height): if available, choose a layer of a height no less than that of the item in focus, otherwise and if available, choose a layer of lesser height, increasing its height to the item's; otherwise open up a new layer. The layers are finally sorted by a one-dimensional binpacking algorithm. Phase 2 clusters and numbers the items directly by area. The layers of Phase 1 (now empty, but the same height) are now filled by PACK again. The better solution using fewer bins is chosen.
Functionalization is based on the linking of data within a set relation, i.e. function argument and function value are assigned to each other, which is more simplified solvable mathematically due to its function attributes (especially differentiability). The procedure is based on continuous variables embedded within the function, allowing an optimal specification of their value in regard to the overall function value. Due to the continuous, i.e. stepless basis and its attendant robustness, functionalization results in rather stable solutions in the face of uncertainty. The approach's difficulty lies mostly in the determination of the functional correlation, yet it then provides a better understanding of the matter, e.g., of tradeoffs ( [68] , p. 183).
Table 6. Continuative Sources on Division

Type Sources Facility location
Vahrenkamp and Mattfeld's [109] Grid heuristic 'stamps' locations on a plane (p. 147f.). Church [13] simplifies a covering location problem 'graphically'.
Distribution system
The Hierarchical routing of Daganzo [21] (p. 233ff.) assigns hubs according to a certain grid logic. Campbell and Savelsbergh [11] decompose an inventory routing problem located in the gas industry, first creating the schedules, then the routes.
Vehicle routing
Gillet and Miller's [42] well-known Sweep algorithm partitions customers by polar coordinates. Interesting strip method by Daganzo [23] , simplifying the tour building by fragmenting the plane. Boa and Liu [7] solve a clustered traveling salesman problem by first determining the order of the clusters, then the order of the vertices within.
Example: Hall [52] compares one-and two-terminal routing on the basis of expected distances in a grid-covered region, with each terminal being the center of its square zone. He sets up the following functional connections: The average transport distance for one terminal (respectively for two terminals) consists of the average distance between the origin and its terminal plus the average distance between the same terminal and the destination (or the average distance between any source/ sink and the terminal next to it plus the average distance between two terminals). The total network length, i.e. all combinations of average lengths, then amounts to for one terminal (or for two terminals), covering sources and sinks in grid zones. He concludes that the average distance of the one-terminal routing is never higher than that of two-terminal routing, and yet, in dependence of , , , , total network length can be more advantageous if two terminals are used. (For this derivation please consult the work.) Hall illustrates his approach using commerce flows between the 37 largest U.S. cities. Randomization refers to the use of stochastic components in the context of solution procedures. Used in regard to the method itself, a randomized algorithm "can be viewed as a probability distribution on a set of deterministic algorithms" ( [45] , p. 572) that complement each other in their performance and therefore are most likely to yield a suitable working procedure for every input, "foiling the adversary" ([62], p. 197). Used in regard to the input set, a randomized algorithm examines a problem through "random sampling, ordering and partitioning" ( [62] , p. 197), resulting in a reduction in complexity. Furthermore, systematic errors such as getting stuck in local optima can be avoided. (A frequent benefit of meta heuristics.) Example: Schrimpf, et al., [95] introduce a promising approach ("record-breaking optimization results") based on "ruin and recreate": parts of an existing solution are destroyed in order to be reestablished optimally. For example, a traveling salesman's route is partially erased, i.e. customers are removed from the trip, only to locally create a new and improved solution that is finally reconnected to the 'loose ends'. There are different methods of ruinradial, random, and sequential are usedyet all include random components; the recreation can apply randomness as well, depending on the chosen algorithm, e.g., simulated annealing. Overall, Schrimpf, et al., specify the following process: 1) create an initial solution; 2) ruin it (choose a method); 3) recreate (choose an algorithm); 4) if you accept the result (depending on a decision rule, e.g., simulated annealing), go to 2) using the new solution, otherwise go to 2) using the old solution.
Table 8. Continuative Sources on Randomization
Type Sources General
Great overview on meta heuristics (pseudo code descriptionnote usage of 'random'), provided by Boussaid, et al. [9] . On randomization in online algorithms see Albers [1] (p. 5f.).
Facility location
Meyerson's [78] randomized algorithms for online facility location. Distribution system Jayaraman and Ross [57] : interesting work on a retailer's distribution network using simulated annealing.
Bin packing
Corcoran and Wainwright [15] introduce a genetic algorithm for 3D bin packing.
Mechanization stands for the transformation and solution of a mathematical problem in a mechanical model, enabling a direct interaction with the modeler within its higher degrees of freedom. In this, it constitutes an alternative draft or addition to a mathematical-conceptual approach that overcomes its structural restrictions through manual liberties. The probably best-known example of mechanization is the Varignon apparatus (see e.g., [32] (Ch. 1.3.4)), which solves a planar warehouse location problem. Although there are newer examplessee e.g., [28] (p. 47ff.)complete mechanical solutions seem to be of more creative interest.
Example: Newell [87] handles a warehouse location problem using "continuum mechanics", i.e., a manual solution based on insights in continuous approximation. The following is given: a plane of uniformly distributed demand is optimally served by circular (or packing hexagonal) regions, sizes all alike due to the dependence on demand level. But what happens in the case of demand variations? The minimum cost then requires locating the minimal costs per unit demand all over the plane, and distributing centers whose region sizes match the local demand level. How to do this? Cut circular disks of locally optimal radii from soft material, lay them on their regions on the plane, packing them to nearly cover it. Then choose the centers, and assign uncovered points to the nearest centers by "forcing" the material "to fill any large holes" through the use of pressure.
Table 9. Continuative Sources on Mechanization
Type Sources Facility location Hitchings [54] presents an electric solution for the Weber problem, a modern Varginon apparatus so to speak.
Distribution system
Miehle [79] solves a network problem, moving hubs via strings in a complex installation.
Vehicle routing
A shortest path solution realized through bricks and distance proportional strings (Domschke and Drexl [29] , p. 47 f.)
Termination ends a solution procedure (in part or entirely) based on previously defined criteria such as a limitation of run time or a satisfying solution quality. The reasons for this are the increase of computational efficiency through the partial exclusion of the input set (complexity reduction), or a balancing of the cost and utility of an entire computation. A partial termination is especially common in the context of branch and bound approaches (and related forms) that use boundary procedures to focus their efforts on promising branches aloneall others are bound.
Example: Hart, et al., [53] , with their A* algorithm, show a shortest-path method that dynamically evaluates which cost-optimal (sub)branch to take within a (sub)graph. From the perspective of node , an evaluation function determines a look-ahead value for every successive node consisting of the known cost to get from to and the estimated cost to get from to a target node . The with the smallest is chosen, and marked 'closed', after which all its successors are 'opened' (unless they are marked closed or better evaluated than at their time of closure) and considered. The set of open nodes allows a permanent comparison of the current costs with prior levels and the correction of 'wrong' decisions as more information becomes known (requiring a return to previous nodes). The estimator is not set, yet needs to be an infimum, the lower bound, of the subproblem, e.g., the Euclidian distance; its individual selection allows a "compromise between admissibility, heuristic effectiveness, and computational efficiency" ( [53] , p 107).
Table 10. Continuative Sources on Termination
On branch and bound, see e.g. Wagenknecht [110] (Ch. 6).
Facility location
Suzuki and Drezner [105] terminate the improvement of a Voronoi diagram in case of too small changes.
Vehicle routing
Good introduction to the branch and bound approach, using the traveling salesman problem: Balas and Toth [4] Threshold values simplify problems by being embedded in tasks of larger solution space which are easier to solve, in part due to different solution procedures. The coarsening allows a first estimation or containment of the result. A well-known application of this principle is the technique of relaxation that dissolves restrictions: e.g., the Lagrange relaxation, transferring "difficult" restrictions to the objective function using penalty costs, thus converting so a mixed-integer problem to a non-linear optimizationsee [46] . Lower bound procedures, which assign superior characteristics to (parts of) elements/ sets by ignoring restrictions (e.g., indivisibility) or generalizing individual properties (e.g., gain), are closely related. The outcome may serve as a benchmark for "quality of solution […] through comparison", or to "obtain an enumerative algorithm for exact solution", according to [75] (p. 60). Approximation schemes (requiring the input of an additional parameter , the desired approximation ratio) yield solutions of a quality which improves with run time. However, Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC depending on its type, run time may rise disproportionately with sinking ; thus one distinguishes between quasi-polynomial and fully polynomial schemessee, for example, [96] . Often, the problem which is to be solved is embedded in a larger problem, e.g., via relaxations ( [110] , p. 169).
Example: Martello and Toth [75] exemplify that the application of threshold values can be a great compromise between quality (their solution is often optimal) and speed (very high).
Their lower bound approach for bin packing uses 'interval sorting': items of weight need to be placed into a minimum number of bins of capacity . Given there is any integer with ⁄ , then items are assigned according to the following key: large and mediumsized items and ⁄ each get their own bins, small items ⁄ , assumed to be splittable, are finally used to fill empty space within the second category; and if that is not completely possible, a new bin is opened. The choice of depends on the weight distributionif there is an emphasis on high (low) weights, will be closer to ⁄ (to ), opening up more bins of the first (second) category which are not (are) used for later filling. Solution space describes a set of solutions instead of one final resulta unique value is not given. It constitutes thus a preprocessing of a model. The final 'localization' of the solution is either left to the decision-maker or further algorithmic development, possessing information not contained within the model. The reason for this can be a generalization of a problem through the suppression of restrictions and a resulting enhanced flexibility.
Example: Melachrinoudis and Xanthopulos [76] describe the solution of a semi-obnoxious facilitylike a waste dump -, i.e., maximizing the minimal distance between facility and locations (maximin objective) while minimizing the distance to all locations (minisum objective). The former usually seeks places that are at the edge of a region, the latter often places facilities between locationstwo very different, contrary tasks; both are to be looked at simultaneously in order to yield compromises for the modeler to decide on. They therefore introduce a tradeoff rate representing "the amount of improvement gained in the maximin objective by selecting another […] solution […] in which the transportation cost, represented by the minisum objective, increases by a unit". The final result is a set of segments that display all possible solutions, according to the weighting of the problems.
Table 12. Continuative Sources on Solution Space
For further explanation regarding the classification (e.g., the reasoning behind the alignment of principles and mechanisms) as well as an elaborate description of examples, see Gumpp [49] .
Synthesis
Many logistics problems are of a very complex nature that stands in contrast to the requirements of practice (e.g., in the case of multi-agent systems): simplicity and speed. Due to this gap, methods that align theory and application are necessary. However, the wide variety of solution and simplification procedures (that are often quite specific in terms of their applicability) impedes their usage. The review of comparable settings is starting point for practitioners in their need for orientation, as they lack overview.
This work seeks to support them through a classification of simplification principles that gives a choice of alternatives as to how a problem can be approached. It classifies them according to their starting point:  Model input: aggregation, selection and derivation.
 Solution procedure: opportunism, division, functionalization, randomization and mechanization.
 Model output: termination, threshold value and solution space.
Each principle is specified using one or more examples that aim to increase its understanding as well as of its possible different occurrences. With this, the paper smoothes the way for a general reflection on transformation approaches in optimization. In literature a variety of ideas exist that have been developed in order to conquer the complexity of logistics optimization. The authors seek to contribute to a structure which makes the existing knowledge available to practitionersotherwise it will remain mostly unused. A possible next step in a future work is the evaluation and collocation of principles and problems regarding their effectiveness and efficiency.
